
Flanders Materials Centre (FLAMAC) was founded in 2005 and since 2010 
integrated in Strategic Initiative Materials Flanders (SIM) www.sim-flanders.be. 

 
Flamac develops unique high-throughput platforms to accelerate materials R&D. 
These include accelerated synthesis, formulation, application and characterisation 
techniques. Flamac offers its service in either collaborative, multi-disciplinary 
research between industry, universities and research centres or contract research in 
a broad range of applications 
 
More information about innovative research programmes, as well as detailed 
information about FLAMAC can be found on our website: www.flamac.be 
 

In order to help us to achieve our mission, we are seeking a 
 

OPERATIONS MANAGER / AUTOMATION ENGINEER 

 

Job summary: 

As Operations Manager/Automation Engineer you will be the first point of call for all 
automation projects.  You will have the responsibility of a wide range of operational 
activities within Flamac: 

- You will be managing a team of lab operators and engineers. 
- You will ensure optimum performance and efficiency of our high-throughput 

platforms. 
- Together with our Electro-Mechanical Engineers and subcontractors you will 

evaluate new concepts and closely follow the different development stages of 
prototypes, complying with health & safety regulations.  

- You will be able to analyse and implement possible new methodologies from 
stakeholders such as project managers, business developers and potential clients 
to design high-throughput automated solutions. 

- You will actively research new trends in high-throughput and combinatorial 
technologies. 

- You will establish regular communication with our project, business development 
and operations teams in order to ensure the fulfilment of customer needs. 

- You will follow up on KPIs, maintenance contracts and investments. 
- You will seek continuous improvement in all responsibilities. 

 

Mandatory skills and qualifications 

- You are an experienced Automation Engineer. 
- You possess a Master’s Degree in Chemistry / Materials Science / Engineering. 
- You have an affinity with electro-mechanical engineering and project planning. 
- You have an eye for quality and safety. 
- You have experience in management roles. 

http://www.sim-flanders.be/
http://www.flamac.be/


- You are results-driven and can coordinate, prioritise and execute multiple 
concurrent tasks. 

- You work effectively in a team environment and can arbitrate when necessary. 
- A thorough knowledge of English and Dutch is required. 
 

Desirable skills and qualifications 

- You should be a critical thinker who is both creative and open to new ideas which 
you can convert into concrete and pragmatic action plans. 

- You can develop concepts into reality together with your team and project staff. 
- You can work on your own initiative with limited supervision. 
- You have great interpersonal skills and you are an excellent communicator. 
- Knowledge of Labview software is advantageous. 

 
 

Offer: 

As part of a dynamic team, you will be given the opportunity to be a key player in 
shaping the future of a leading edge research institution.  You will benefit from an 
attractive employee benefits package, with great opportunities for career 
development. FLAMAC is located in Zwijnaarde, Ghent. 

 

Interested? 

Please send your CV to: SIM Flanders, f.a.o. Ms. Leen Reynvoet, Technologiepark 
903A, 9052 Zwijnaarde or by e-mail: leen.reynvoet@flamac.be 
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